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Background and Objectives
Disadvantaged parents spend less time with their children, especially in educational activities, compared to their more advantaged 
counterparts. Low parental time in enriching activities can have adverse consequences for children’s future attainments. One potential 
explanation for the lack of parental engagement is present bias. Present-oriented parents over-value immediate payoffs to their time 
in, for example, leisure or non-parental activities, and they under-value future payoffs to their time investment in children. This leads to 
procrastination and underinvestment in their children. 

At the Behavioral Insights and Parenting (BIP) Lab at the University of Chicago, we designed the Math for Parents and Children Together (MPACT) 
intervention to estimate the impacts on children’s early math skills of a low-cost, light-touch treatment intended to overcome present bias 
in parental investment. This intervention has a control and four treatment groups, including two behavioral treatment arms, MKit and MKit + 
present bias tools, which are the focus of this study. Families in the control group receive a placebo treatment (a reading book). The MKit group 
is provided a math booklet with a game board and game pieces that we designed. The math booklet provides information and examples of how 
to engage with children in math-related activities. The MKit + present bias group gets the same booklet and, in addition, receives multiple text 
messages per week intended to overcome present bias.

Relevant Behavioral Concepts
This study focuses on present bias as one possible explanation of the gap in parental engagement in educational activities between 
disadvantaged and more advantaged parents. As described above, present bias is the tendency to over-value immediate payoffs to one decision 
(i.e., to spend time in leisure) and under-value future greater payoffs to a different decision (i.e., to spend time in developmental activities with 
children), thus leading to procrastination and a failure to invest. Because the payoff to investing in children is realized in the future (e.g., school 
readiness, high school completion), present-oriented parents may procrastinate and do fewer educational activities with their children; they 
may instead do activities with immediate payoffs such as watching TV or other leisure activities with their children. As a result, present-oriented 
parents may underinvest in their children’s development. 

Research Questions
This research will answer (i) whether providing information and materials in the form of a math activity booklet increases test scores; (ii) 
whether a treatment designed to overcome present bias and increase parents’ use of the materials affects children’s math skills beyond 
providing the information and materials alone; and (iii) whether children’s skills are influenced by their peers. 



Hypotheses
We expect children in the MKit group will improve their math scores relative to the control group because parents will be more informed on  
how to stimulate their math learning. Children in the MKit + present bias treatment group are expected to have even higher math scores due  
to the added effect of text messages on overcoming parents’ present bias. Moreover, based on prior research we expect the children of highly  
present-oriented parents to benefit the most from the text message treatment because, absent of treatment, these parents would invest less 
relative to future-oriented parents; we expect this gap to narrow thanks to the treatment. Lastly, we also expect control children to benefit from 
having treated peers because they interact with and learn from each other. 

Sample
We aim to recruit about 1,500 children from low-income families enrolled in 25–30 Head Start centers in Chicago. MPACT is offered in Spanish 
and English, depending on families’ language of choice. 

Methods
Because children in a classroom interact with each other, treating one child may spill over to that child’s peers and, hence, estimates of 
treatment effects may be biased downward. Teachers may also react to having treated students and adjust their teaching strategies. To test 
for spillovers or peer effects, we implemented a two-stage randomization in which classrooms are assigned to untreated or treated classroom 
groups in the first stage. In the second stage, children in untreated classrooms are deterministically assigned to the control group, and those in 
treated classrooms are randomly assigned to either the control or any treatment group. 

We collect information through child assessments, parent surveys, and teacher surveys to obtain our outcomes and understand parental 
and teacher behaviors. In addition, we perform two time-preference tasks to estimate parents’ present bias for money and effort. Our main 
outcomes are children’s numeracy skills measured with the Woodcock-Johnson IV Applied Problems and the Preschool Early Numeracy Scales. 
Outcomes are measured at baseline, right after the intervention ends, and at six and 12 months after the intervention. This study analyzes the 
short-term impacts on outcomes measured right after the intervention ends

Practice and Policy Implications
The findings of this study can have important policy implications. If the behavioral treatment of MPACT has positive impacts on children’s math 
skills, scaling it up should be straightforward because of the technology and automatization of sending text messages. It would be a low-cost 
approach to helping parents overcome present bias. Moreover, sending text messages is a light-touch, noninvasive treatment (when sent at 
appropriate times and frequency). Other interventions, for example home visits, not only are costlier but also suffer from high attrition and  
lack of engagement.
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